
Amazon - How to easily request your personal data

1. Hit the link https://www.amazon.de/hz/privacy-central/data-requests/preview.html?
into your browser and proceed with your facebook login. If the link doesn’t work,
please proceed with the more detailed description below here

2. You automatically jump to the Request My Data section. Please select Request All
Your Data and proceed by submitting.

3. Careful! That’s not everything. We kindly ask you to proceed to your mailbox
instantly. If you do not confirm via the link, you might forget to do so and the request
will be deleted after 5 days.

https://www.amazon.de/hz/privacy-central/data-requests/preview.html?


4. The email with the link should be generated within a few seconds and looks like this.
Please click the confirmation button and you will be redirected to the amazon page

5. Success! That’s it for now. Amazon will inform you via mail if your requested
download is ready. This should take 6 to 9 days!



6. After waiting a few days, you receive the following mail (German in this case)

7. If you click the link, a new login is required. To not make it too easy, you are further
asked to approve the request again by clicking on another link sent to your private



email

8. This is how the new email looks like:



9. Please approve the request and proceed

10. Now we’ve reached the last step, promise! Please stay with us on the last meters
here as it is very important that we receive all relevant data. Amazon knows how
valuable your data is. That’s why they won’t make it to easy to access them and you
are asked to download all data separately



11. Thank you so much! We appreciate your effort! Take a moment to reflect on what
you just did. You have just taken your important step towards bringing all of us
one step closer to the #FreeDataEconomy. Congratulations! Something to really
be proud of.



More detailed description of requesting your Amazon data

1. From the start page hold the cursor over the “Hello, ‘your Name’ Accounts & Lists”
section and hit Your account.

2. Beneath the nine different boxes with symbols you find eight further boxes with more
text and no symbols. Scroll to the bottom. In the last box Data and Privacy click on
Request Your Information.

3. Please select Request All Your Data and proceed by submitting.
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email
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11. Now we’ve reached the last step, promise! Please stay with us on the last meters
here as it is very important that we receive all relevant data. Amazon knows how
valuable your data is. That’s why they won’t make it to easy to access them and you
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